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“There is little dispute that the Internet should continue as an open platform,” notes the U.S.

Federal Communications Commission. Yet, in a curious twist of logic, the agency has moved to

discontinue the legal regime successfully yielding that magnificent platform. In late 2010, it

imposed “network neutrality” regulations on broadband access providers, both wired and

wireless. Networks cannot (a) block subscribers’ use of certain devices, applications, or

services; (b) unreasonably discriminate, offering superior access for some services over

others. The Commission argues that such rules are necessary, as the Internet was designed to

bar “gatekeepers.” The view is faulty, both in it engineering claims and its economic

conclusions. Networks routinely manage traffic and often bundle content with data transport

precisely because such coordination produces superior service. When “walled gardens”

emerge, including AOL in 1995, Japan’s DoCoMo iMode in 1999, or Apple’s iPhone in 2007,

they often disrupt old business models, thrilling consumers, providing golden opportunities for

application developers, advancing Internet growth. In some cases these gardens have dropped

their walls; others remain vibrant. The “open Internet” allows consumers, investors, and

innovators to choose, discovering efficiencies. The FCC has mistaken that spontaneous market

process for a planned market structure, imposing new rules to “protect” what evolved without

them.

About the AuthorThomas W. Hazlett is Professor of Law & Economics at George Mason

University, where he also serves as Director of the Information Economy Project. He previously

taught at the University of California, Davis and the Wharton School, and is a columnist for the

Financial Times. Professor Hazlett has also written for the Wall Street Journal, New York

Times, Slate, Barrons, The Economist, The New Republic, and The Weekly Standard, while

publishing academic research in the RAND Journal of Economics, Journal of Law &

Economics, Journal of Financial Economics, Journal of Economic Perspectives, University of

Pennsylvania Law Review and the Columbia Law Review. In 1991-92 he served as Chief

Economist of the Federal Communications Commission.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Bradley Coleman Dyer, “but the content was good enough that I didn't mind. Understand when

you purchase this that it is very short. It's more the length of a long article than a book. Even

though it's around 60 pages, that is misleading because it is a small size and the font is very

large. I did not expect it to be so short when I got it, but the content was good enough that I

didn't mind.This isn't an in-depth examination of every aspect of the net neutrality issue, but it

is a very effective argument against the common arguments you see today, and why the real

threat to net neutrality is not ISPs, who have no history of actual discrimination, but the

government, whose definition of "discrimination" expands to encompass so much that it ends

up stifling competition. A memorable example of this was a small cellular company that

featured a cheaper, 2G version of its service that they enhanced with special coding that

allowed users to view unlimited YouTube videos. This was a bonus that they managed to

accomplish through a partnership with Google, and most 2G networks struggle to load any

videos. But "net neutrality" proponents said that this was "discrimination" against other

streaming services like Netflix or Hulu. These are the kind of people who would decide the

rules under future government legislation.Very well-written book that sadly doesn't cover too

much, but it does give some very good arguments over what it does cover.”

Mary Taylor Martof, “Read it in one sitting easily. Just the right length.. Read things you will

never see elsewhere. Love the point of view.”

Andrea Twain, “Hazlett triumph!. A must-read for students if the administrative state and

Economics. Hazlitt lays out his thesis and supporting information in an easy-to-understand

Prize.  Not just for geeks, for the lay reader as well as the practitioner.”

Fritz R. Ward, “Regulation (almost) always Benefits Big Business. The FCC under the Obama

adminstration, ever concerned about consumer welfare, decided in 2010 to impose a policy of



"net neutrality" on internet providers. The goal was to prevent these "gatekeepers" from

leading their clients to sites they preferred and would financially benefit from. The net,

regulators argued, should be free and open, not controlled by a few large search engines.

Who could complain about that? It was a classic case of government stepping in to protect the

interests of consumers against large companies. Except....The whole case for net neutrality, it

turned out, was nonsense. The Justice Department warned the FCC that the policy would

have the opposite effect of what they intended, and indeed, in implementing the policy, the

FCC was not able to find a single peer reviewed paper which supported their position that

consumers were harmed by the unregulated internet. But the regulators went right ahead with

their plan and immediately received a "complaint" about MetroPCS, the 5th largest provider of

cell phone service. Metro it seems was giving their customers unlimited calling and text for $40

a month, and limited access to the internet using older (2G) technology. Customers were

choosing the limited access in return for the lower price, but such access did not include

streaming video. However, Metro did manage to make Youtube available to its customers.

With the help of Google, they used a technology to compress files of Youtube videos for their

consumers to watch, and in the process violated "net neutrality" because, after all, they had not

made every video from every site on the web available to their customers using their older

technology.Hazlett rightly asks, at this point, who was harmed by this? The customers? No,

they choose an inexpensive service with scaled down benefits. And MetroPCS, which had less

than 10% of the market, and fully ten times fewer consumers than Verizon, was hardly a

traditional monopoly, setting prices and forcing consumers to use their services. Indeed, most

of their consumers were paying low rates for a reason: they could not afford the high end

prices that large companies who met the net neutrality criteria were offering. Even Metro was

not benefiting per se. They did not own Youtube, and they received no additional money for

offering it to their clients.Hazlett leaves the story there, and goes on in the book to note that

markets provide consumer goods that consumers value even in the absence of regulation,

especially when it comes to internet access. A case in point is Apple's Iphone, which keeps all

of its applications in house as opposed to Android, which does not. There is a market for each,

and regulators would be foolish to favor one platform over another. But that is precisely what

net neutrality does. Hazlett cautiously suggests that we can hope the NN policy will be

defeated in the courts and failing that, it should be repealed by the next administration.But

Hazlett misses the bigger issue here. Regulations have historically benefited Big Business to

the exclusion of their smaller competitors. Just who really benefits from government imposed

net neutrality? It is not, as he demonstrates, consumers. Indeed, as noted earlier, the FCC

could not find any evidence of consumer harm to begin with, other than their hypothetical fears.

But Verizon certainly benefits from attempts to regulate MetroPCS. Protecting large firms from

lower prices does not benefit consumers, but it does benefit large businesses. And this is the

actual effect of most regulations from this administration. Banking reform, in the form of the

Dodd-Frank bill has in fact led to the closing of small banks, hurt small businesses that borrow

from such institutions, and benefited Bank of America, Chase, and other large financial giants.

It is past time that we recognize the simple facts: rhetoric aside, when regulators press to

reform an industry, they do so to benefit large businesses to the detriment of consumers and

small businesses. It is past time for those who claim to defend the "99%" to recognize that they

are supporting a party who in turn protects those they rail against.”

M. Heiss, “Regulation kills innovation. This book is important.Maybe for some people, just the

idea that Al Gore is *FOR* Net Neutrality is enough to convince them it's a bad idea.But Net



Neutrality *IS* a bad idea (apart from the repulsive personalities of its proponents), and this

broadside explains why.For now, NN is dead. However, since crony socialism loves to tip the

markets in favor of political donors and large, entrenched corporations (employers!), I would

expect NN to rear its ugly head again.Read up and be prepared.”

The book by Rooster Teeth has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 12 people have provided feedback.
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